Dedicated Floors is pleased to present our September, 2016 newsletter.
We are proud of our relationship with our parent company Certified Concrete.
Our commitment is to set the bar of excellence for our trade. Servicing our
customer needs to the highest possible level is what we strive for on a daily basis.
Please take time to view our updated website at www.socalunderlayments.com
for additional information on our services.

Project Spotlight
Project: MUSE, La Jolla. GC: Reno Construction.
Scope: Floors 1 thru 4, appx 40,000 s/f of interior space.

Reno Construction contacted Tom Klosterman of Dedicated Floors on this
challenging, upscale, downtown La Jolla conversion from commercial to
residential use. With subfloors out as much as 3” and limitations due to weight
constraints in leveling the floor. Dedicated Floors helped to engineer a system to
meet tight specification required for new flooring while addressing weight
concerns by installing polystyrene foam below poured Duracap. Tom Klosterman
and his crew surveyed the floors and set elevations throughout the course of
construction. The floors were complete in 2 week’s time to keep Reno’s schedule
ahead of time and ready for other trades.
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Featured Product
Duracap by Maxxon
Dedicated Floors is a licensed applicator of Maxxon products. Maxxon not only
started the industry, it continues to lead it with quality products, cutting-edge
research and responsive customer support. Duracap was used at the above
project to meet stringent specifications for leveling while providing a 3500 PSI
floor ready for new framing the next day. Duracap does not require shot blasting
and can be poured up to 10,000 s/f a day. Poured from a feather-edge up to 3” in
a single lift makes Duracap the ideal underlayment for this project while being a
very competitive option compared to other underlayments. Visit our website at
www.socalunderlayments.com and click the products tab for additional info.

Dedicated Floor Systems
 Floor leveling systems to meet specific tolerances and PSI requirements.
 Gypcrete/lightweight floors for UL and sound rated assemblies.
 25 year expertise in surveying floors and providing cost effective means to
remedy subfloor challenges.
 Trained personnel and the right equipment to keep your project on a fast
pace.
 Moisture Mitigation Systems.
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